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3. Other Notes


	fc-int01-generateAppearances: 
	_3_ Other Notes_w02F44t52I1WGl21NLRmgw: Two products- Ash Top Height, Ash Mass LoadingEvery day some VolAsh in the fov4 methods- visual inspection, vicarious comparisons, FD Time Series, MODIS, Lidar- ash and dust in IR, Height/Wind Analysisno lidar- CALIOPE or ISS-CATS concurrent measurements for G16 FD.Leverage WMO VolAsh intercomparison project.  Off line GEO-CAT baseline VolAsh algorithm comapred to MODIS? Not Harris PDA product.Long 10 yr collaboration with VAAC and international.Slide 30 - many samples with optically thin ash, need to show spec against which you are verifying.Spec- of 2 g/m sq is poor spec because most pixels <2. Slide 33 note Ash Height correlation only 0.11- Poor!The GOES-16 heights are biased low by 0.9 km compared to MODIS.  The MODIS heights are expected to be biased low by ~ 1 km relative to a lidar. Surprise- what does this mean for the spec?Q for PRO- Need to determine if using band 13 instead of band 14 improves consistency between ABI and MODIS- Mike requests G13 band substitution for band 14, but previous indications not promising.Most PLPT activities required to make Beta have been completed.There have been no CALIOP observations of ash clouds in the GOES-16 disk since launch and there likely will not be any direct observations of ash loading in the PLPT and extended PLPT periods (as fully expected).  Thus, there is necessarily a heavy reliance on vicarious validation methods.In general, the Baseline Volcanic Ash Algorithm is performing as expected, but band 13 may need to be substituted for band 14 to improve performance.  Is band substitution possible in a cost effective manner? Mike says can meet spec without band substitution.The retrieval LUT also needs to be updated. To be done.Risks- Path to Provisional- Insufficient range of volcanic activity and geographic sampling (may need to supplement with Himawari-8 validation)Insufficient lidar observations of volcanic ash within GOES-16 disk (may need to supplement with Himawari-8 validation)Inability to swap band 14 for band 13Proposed Offline use of AHI would need to be complemented with comparisons from the Harris production.Slide 69- Ash/SO2 comment- there is no current plan for SO2 SPSRB R2O,although PSDI to review and prioritize. Still no funding identified.VolCat- more analogous to HIE with imagery added.POD and FAR important to users, but not in the spec for VolAsh.Assess the accuracy and precision of the Volcanic Ash product over a large and wide range of representative conditions. AWIPS ready to ingest. Feedback after beta.  Risk for VOLCAT sustaining funds.Scott-Numbers for the old algorithm maybe not so bad as far as detection. Risks or unintended consequences of termination from user perspective?Jon- HRIT/EMWIN or GNC-A users.  Matt-Approve as Beta and proceed normally by distributing the data via PDA.  With the initiation of PDA distribution, the Washington & Anchorage VAACs can take a look at the products.  For the Provisional PS-PVR, ask users to say whether there is any value (or too much risk) with the GOES-R baseline product.  If Provisional analysis shows too little value or too much risk, then deny Provisional and pull out of PDA to save resources.  Mike Pavalonis should then pursue a PSDI to swap Band 13 for Band 14 and/or transition VOLCAT to operations.  Matt- appears VOLCAT in use at some VAACs. Who owns the requirement- SAB? Do any users have a use for the Baseline VolAsh without the VolCat evolution.Recommend Band 14 band change substitute for band 13. Height improves by 1 km.WAYNE-  thinks Mike convinced him this algorithm is obsolete. VAACs have access to Mike's algorithm. Ask VAACs if ok to retire.  MATT- VOLCAT will be challenged to get sponsorship. Like iDEA with EPA. Met beta because bar so low.  Distribute via PDA and request feedback to Product Feedback Forum.Conditional approval to get feedback from VAAC users. Beta distribution, ask for independent feedback say from VOLCAT users- eg, USGS. Switch to Band 13. Sustainment a Big Question, Mike single point of failure. Recommend make band change and LUT update before User Feedback. Week of evaluation. Jon-Going to Provisional, I highly recommend downstream user involvement.  Are their users that may not be able to get VOLCAT data, esp. in emergency situations or for non-aviation purposes?  Is Vol Ash in HRIT/EMWIN or GNC-A?  That is, would turning the present product off hurt anyone even if it's not the optimal product?
	_2_ If Conditionally Approved,_hM4Qyq5Q9Sy3H-oWbzNM*A: Update to the VolAsh LUT and swap Band 13 for Band 14 based on the latest science. The VolAsh product will need about 1 week for a sanity check following the algorithm changes before making VolAsh available to users.
	Approval Status_1_y78RGW57v8XnJXulRB-e7Q: Yes
	Approval Status_0_y78RGW57v8XnJXulRB-e7Q: Off
	_1_ Review Board Comments_Uikep1Tmhmr5qNB7B2pA7A: The AWG VolAsh product is deemed to have achieved conditional beta validation maturity. The visual analysis was only partially passed due to missing data. The lack of VolAsh events to measure with comparable data from other satellites made it difficult to assess the performance (CALIOPE, ISS-CATS, S-NPP). All WR's are being worked off and there are minimal risks to producing the product. However, experience with AHI points to use of band 13 vice 14 for improving VA detection. The Executive Board recommends the band change and LUT changes prior to beta release to users. However, it is not clear whether this change would improve the product sufficiently. The claim was made that the product will not be useful to users as it is implemented, and the product algorithm cannot be sufficiently updated to fix that. in addition, the spec for accuracy is not meaningful (2.5 gr/m2).  Following the algorithm updates, assess the accuracy and precision (including POD, FAR) of the Volcanic Ash product over a large and wide range of representative conditions. A recommendation to supplement ABI with Himawari validation over the Ring of Fire is potentially valuable for the Path to Provisional Validation owing to the insufficient range of volcanic activity and geographic sampling for ABI alone. However, this should be considered complementary to the assessment of the VolAsh product produced by the Harris system with the updated science algorithm. With the beta approval and algorithm update implemented, the product shall proceed normally by distributing the data via PDA.  With the initiation of PDA distribution, the Washington & Anchorage VAACs (including USGS) can take a look at the products, also AWC if used in their International SIGMETs, perhaps other users.  For the Provisional PS-PVR, ask users to provide feedback whether there is any value (or too much risk) with the GOES-R baseline product. We highly recommend downstream user involvement.  We need to determine if there are users that may not be able to get VOLCAT data, esp. in emergency situations or for non-aviation purposes?  Is VolAsh in HRIT/EMWIN or GNC-A?  That is, would turning the present product off hurt anyone even if it's not the optimal product? If Provisional analysis shows too little value or too much risk, then we may recommend retiring the AWG VolAsh product and pull out of PDA to save resources.  Dr. Pavalonis would then be encouraged to pursue a PSDI to swap Band 13 for Band 14 and/or transition VOLCAT to operations.  
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